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CV-X100 Terminal Block Outputs

Relays
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CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Terminal Block Outputs to Relays

CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP have PNP outputs only. The 
COMOUT1 terminal can only be wired to 24VDC.

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

O
u CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP have PNP outputs only. The 

COMOUT1 terminal can only be wired to 24VDC.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual  for more details on 
the terminal block outputs.

COMOUTF+/COMOUTF- are the commons for the 
F_OUT0-3 terminals. 



PLC 
(PNP inputs)

CV-X100 Terminal Block Outputs

CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Terminal Block Outputs to PLC

CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP have PNP outputs only. The 
COMOUT1 terminal can only be wired to 24VDC.

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

CV X102FP/152FP/172FP have PNP outputs only. The 
COMOUT1 terminal can only be wired to 24VDC.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual  for more details on 
the terminal block outputs.

COMOUTF+/COMOUTF- are the commons for the 
F_OUT0-3 terminals. 



CV-X100 Terminal Block Inputs

PLC w/ PNP 
type 
outputs

The inputs for the CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP can be configured to accept PNP 
inputs or NPN inputs. See NPN PLC wiring for NPN type input signals.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the terminal block inputs.

CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Terminal Block Inputs to PLC with PNP Outputs

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the terminal block inputs.



PLC w/ NPN 
type 
outputs

The inputs for the CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP can be configured to accept 
PNP inputs or NPN inputs. See NPN PLC wiring for NPN type input signals.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the terminal block 
inputs.

CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Terminal Block Inputs to PLC with NPN Outputs

CV-X100 Terminal Block Inputs

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

inputs.



CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP - Wiring Dry Contact (PNP outputs) Terminal Block Inputs

CV-X100 Terminal Block Inputs

The inputs for the CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP can be configured to accept PNP 
inputs or NPN inputs. See NPN dry contact wiring for NPN type input signals.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the terminal block inputs.

Relay or PNP type sensor.

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the terminal block inputs.



CV-X100 Terminal Block Inputs

The inputs for the CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP can be configured to accept NPN 
inputs or PNP inputs. See PNP dry contact wiring for PNP type input signals.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the terminal block inputs.

Relay or NPN type sensor.

CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP - Wiring Dry Contact (NPN outputs) Terminal Block Inputs

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the terminal block inputs.



CV-X100 Parallel Connector Outputs

Relays
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Wiring is 
repeated for all 
outputs that are 
being used….

Pin#17 is in common with Pin#40

CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Parallel Connector Outputs to Relays

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V
CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP have PNP outputs only. The COMOUT2 terminal can only be 
wired to +24VDC.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual  for more details on the terminal block outputs.



Pin#17 is in common with Pin#40
PLC 
(PNP inputs)

CV-X100 Parallel Connector Outputs

Wiring is 
repeated for all 
outputs that are 
being used….

CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Parallel Connector Outputs to a PLC

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V
CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP have PNP outputs only. The COMOUT2 
terminal can only be wired to +24VDC.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual  for more details on the 
terminal block outputs.0



CV-X100 Parallel Connector Inputs
PLC w/ PNP 
type 
outputs

Wiring is repeated for all 
inputs that are being 
used….

CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Parallel Connector Inputs to a PLC with PNP Outputs

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

The inputs for the CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP can be configured to 
accept PNP inputs or NPN inputs. See NPN Parallel input wiring for 
NPN type input signals.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the parallel 
connector inputs.



PLC w/ NPN 
type 
outputs

Wiring is repeated for all 
inputs that are being 
used….

CV-X102FP/X152FP/X172FP - Wiring Parallel Connector Inputs to a PLC with NPN Outputs

CV-X100 Parallel Connector Inputs

24VDC power supply

+24V

0V

The inputs for the CV-X102FP/152FP/172FP can be configured to accept NPN 
inputs or PNP inputs. See PNP Parallel input wiring for PNP type input signals.

Refer to the CV-X100 User Manual for more details on the parallel connector 
inputs.
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